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**Article Info**

Signals increase the fitness of a sender by altering the behaviour of receivers. For cooperative interactions biological market theory proposes that signalling strength may be linked to supply and demand. In this context, a recent laboratory experiment demonstrated that cleaner shrimps may advertise their service to client reef fish and that the advertisement is linked to hunger levels. We investigated signalling by the cleaner shrimp *Periclimenes longicarpus* in the field to test more detailed predictions of biological market theory. Shrimps often clapped with their pair of claws in response to approaching clients. In line with both theory and the previous study, the probability of clapping increased when the shrimps had been food deprived and clapping shrimps were more likely to clean than nonclapping individuals. However, we found no evidence for the market theory prediction that signalling was targeted specifically to visiting client species with the option to choose other cleaning stations. Instead, shrimps signalled more frequently towards predatory clients than towards nonpredatory clients. We conclude that the signal does not serve primarily to attract the choosy clients but to convey information about identity as preconflict management to avoid predation.
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The mutual interests of cooperative partners may lead them to evolve signals that are reliable by convention (Hasson 1997), to reduce misunderstandings and conflicts (Dawkins & Krebs 1978). Marine cleaning interactions in which so-called cleaners remove ectoparasites from so-called clients provide a good model complex of partner species to study signalling in interspecific mutualism (Becker et al. 2005). Client reef fish signal their willingness to be inspected by taking specific postures in front of a cleaner (Ché et al. 1998). In turn, the cleaner wrasse, *Labroides dimidiatus*, is thought to advertise its service to clients by making a ‘dancing’ movement (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1955). Shrimps may also clean (Becker & Grutter 2004), and the cleaner shrimp *Urocaridella* sp. c advertises with a stereotypical side-to-side movement, or ‘rocking dance’ (Becker et al. 2005). Becker et al. (2005) described this advertisement signal in the context of a biological market, where two classes of traders exchange commodities to their mutual benefit, and advertise for their services (Noé & Hammerstein 1995; Becker et al. 2005). In line with biological market theory, the shrimps increased their signalling rate when deprived of food, which indicates low demand for cleaning.

Our objective was to elaborate on Becker et al.’s (2005) laboratory-based study by conducting a field study on signalling in the cleaner shrimp species *Periclimenes longicarpus* in the Red Sea. During a study on the shrimps’ cleaning behaviour (Chapuis & Bshary 2009), we noticed that the shrimps clapped regularly with one of their pairs of claws (chelipeds) and therefore decided to explore the potential signalling functions of this behaviour in more detail. Our first goal was to test whether we could replicate Becker & Grutter’s (2005) laboratory results under field conditions, by testing how hunger levels affect the shrimps’ signalling and cleaning activity. We then asked whether the signal production is linked to a client’s option to choose between different cleaning stations. Partner choice is central to biological market theory (Noé 2001) but choice may be overridden by other important parameters, such as a partner’s ability to inflict serious costs (Bshary & Noé 2003). If partner choice is a key determinant of signalling, we predicted that the shrimps should signal more frequently to visiting clients with access to several stations than to resident clients with access to their local station only. If the primary function of signalling is to announce oneself as a cleaner, we predicted that shrimps would signal more frequently to predatory clients than to nonpredatory clients.

**Methods**

**Study Site and Cleaning Organisms**

The study was conducted at Mersa Bareika, Ras Mohamed National Park, South Sinai, Egypt. Data were collected between...
September and mid-November 2007. Periclimenes longicarpus is an obligate cleaner shrimp found in the Red Sea and around the Arabian Peninsula and usually lives in groups (Lieske & Myers 2004). Our 13 study groups ranged from two to 50 shrimps (median = 7). All observations and experiments were done by scuba diving.

**Is Clapping a Signal of a Shrimp’s Intention to Clean?**

We tested whether clapping was correlated with the probability that a shrimp inspected a client in an experiment in which a diver approached 43 different cleaning stations in total 134 times. At each trial, the diver moved their hand slowly towards a single focal shrimp at a distance of 15 cm and noted whether or not the shrimp clapped and whether or not the shrimp approached and inspected the hand. We tried to avoid any pseudoreplication by choosing shrimps of different sizes on consecutive visits to the same stations.

**General Observation Protocol**

We selected 13 cleaning stations of *P. longicarpus* for convenient accessibility, between 3 and 17 m in depth, and collected the data while sitting on sandy patches 1.5 m in front of the station. Observations were done early in the morning and late in the afternoon, corresponding to the time the cleaners were most active (determined during preliminary studies). Each station was observed four times, each session lasting 30 min. Interactions with clients were observed over the entire duration and, immediately afterwards, the following data were written on a Flexiglas plate: (1) client species, as determined according to Lieske & Myers (2004), (2) client total length, estimated with the help of a reference graduation on the Flexiglas plate, (3) duration of the interactions (s), measured with a stopwatch, and (4) any cleaner shrimp clapping before an interaction.

To test whether clapping occurs more frequently if the shrimps are hungry, we managed to isolate 12 of the 13 cleaning stations for 1 h each by placing a mosquito net around the station. The net was a sias mosquito net with 156 holes per square inch mesh, and its presence prevented shrimps and client fish from physically interacting with each other. After removal of the net, the station was observed for 1 h. The data were then compared with data from our standard observations.

**Data Analysis**

Client species were used as the independent unit. For each client species, the mean values for each cleaning station were summed and divided by the number of stations where the client species had been observed interacting with the shrimps to produce one mean value for client length, duration of cleaning interactions and the probability of clapping.

To test whether clapping occurrence is linked to client choice options, we distinguished between client species that have large home ranges, which cover several cleaning stations, referred to as ‘visitor’ clients, and species that have small territories and access to only one cleaning station, referred to as ‘resident’ clients (following Elshary 2001). To test whether clapping occurrence is linked to risk of predation, we distinguished between predatory and non-predatory client species based on the fish’s diet described in Lieske & Myers (2004).

Data were analysed with the statistical program R (R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria). All tests are nonparametric and two tailed.

**RESULTS**

**Clapping is a Signal of Hunger Levels**

Clapping shrimps came onto the experimenter’s hand to clean it significantly more often than nonclapping ones (chi-square test: $\chi^2 = 11.85$, $N = 134$, $P < 0.01$; Fig. 1). In contrast, clapping did not influence interaction duration in our observations (Mann–Whitney $U$ test: $W = 16746$, $N = 508$, $M = 63$, $P = 0.55$). Shrimps clapped 2.3 times more frequently after being isolated for 60 min than without prior treatment, yielding significant differences (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test: $W = 123$, $N = 13$, $P = 0.03$).

**Clapping is a Signal Directed Mainly to Predators**

The probability of clapping did not correlate significantly with the clients’ size (Spearman rank correlation: $r_s = -0.21$, $P = 0.13$). There was also no significant difference in clapping frequency in response to approaching visiting clients compared to approaching resident clients (Mann–Whitney $U$ test: $W = 30$, $N = 9$, $M = 8$, $P = 0.53$). In contrast, the shrimps clapped more frequently when predatory clients approached than when nonpredatory clients approached (Mann–Whitney $U$ test: $W = 220$, $N = 25$, $M = 25$, $P = 0.04$; Fig. 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Our field results confirm an earlier laboratory study that cleaner shrimps signal to clients their willingness to inspect, and that the probability of signalling is linked to the shrimps’ hunger level (Becker et al. 2005). In this context, signalling can be seen as an advertisement of service, to improve the exchange of commodities with clients (Noé 2001; Becker et al. 2005). As both the form of signal (clapping versus rocking dance) and the coloration differ between *P. longicarpus* and *Urocaridella* sp. c, the apparent lack of convergent signalling evolution is opposite to the case of cleaner fish where the vast majority of cleaners have a dark longitudinal stripe on their body (Arnal et al. 2006).

For further consideration of biological market theory, we note that partner choice, the driving force in biological markets (Noé 2001), does not seem to influence the probability of signalling in
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**Figure 1.** Number of shrimps that inspected or did not inspect the observer’s hand after they had clapped or not clapped, $N = 134$ observations.
our cleaner shrimps. We also did not find evidence that shrimps signal primarily to particular attractive clients as there was no correlation between clapping and client body size, a measure that should correlate with attractiveness (Bshary 2001).

The frequent occurrence of clapping in the presence of predatory clients suggests that clapping is primarily used as a signal of identity and location (Stummer et al. 2004) that decreases the likelihood that clients mistake the identity of the signaler (Hasson 1997); misidentification by predatory clients could be fatal for the shrimps. Clapping may serve as both visual and auditory/vibration identity signals (Hasson 1997) as many reef fishes have low vision resolution power (Marshall 2000). In contrast to the conspicuously coloured cleaner fish (Potts 1973; Stummer et al. 2004; Arnal et al. 2006), shrimps are often inconspicuous (Jonasson 1987), and our study species is mostly transparent.

In conclusion, the clients’ dangerousness seems to override client choice options in determining the shrimps’ signalling behaviour. Similar results were found in the cleaner wrasse _L. dimidiatus_, where service quality is best for predatory clients, apparently to reduce predation risk, rather than for visiting clients with choice options (Bshary 2001; Bshary & Noé 2003). In baboons, _Papio ursinus_, Barrett et al. (1995) found that the amount of grooming given or received depends on both choice options and relative rank. Market theory based entirely on supply and demand has helped considerably to improve our understanding of payoff distributions in cooperative interactions (Noé & Hammerstein 1994; Noé 2001; Johnstone & Bshary 2008). The next step will be to build a more comprehensive framework that may also explain the limitations of partner choice as a key determinant of behavioural decisions.
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